
 

 

 
 

Computerworld Names Napatech Top Networking Company in Denmark 
 
COPENHAGEN, Denmark, September 18, 2013 – Napatech, the world's leading supplier of 
network analysis adapters, today announced that the leading IT trade magazine in Denmark, 
Computerworld, has named it the number one networking company as part of its annual Top 100. 
This recognition is another tribute to Napatech’s consistent focus on producing innovative 
products that address the latest trends in the telecommunications and financial industries. 
 
“We are thrilled to be recognized by Computerworld as Denmark’s top networking company,” said 
Henrik Brill Jensen, CEO, Napatech. “This prize is a reflection of the enormous growth we’ve had 
in our international customer base, as well as our commitment to keeping product development 
here in Denmark.”  
 
In its assessment, Computerworld references Napatech’s focus on the mobile segment of the 
telecommunications industry and its strong growth in Asian and South American markets. 
Computerworld also praises Napatech’s attention to creating products for network test and 
measurement, such as for customers in the financial industry, where every nanosecond counts in 
the processing of trading data.  
   
“We will continue to develop cutting-edge products that address the challenges brought on by 
explosive growth in mobile data traffic, cloud computing, mobility and big data analysis. Napatech 
will be an important player in solving the challenges of the networking and telecommunications 
industries in the years to come,” added Erik Norup, president and CMO, Napatech. 
 
Napatech adapters allow network equipment manufacturers to develop appliances and probes 
that provide real-time insight into Ethernet traffic performance. Designed for use in standard 
servers, Napatech products enable appliance vendors to focus development on the application, 
rather than on expensive proprietary hardware. Napatech delivers a flexible and easily deployable 
solution that allows its customers to provide innovative services to their end users. 
 
For the full list of Computerworld Denmark’s top 100 IT companies, visit 
http://www.computerworld.dk/top100. 
 
For more information on Napatech, visit www.napatech.com. 
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About Napatech 
Napatech is the leading supplier of real-time analysis adapters with over 140,000 Ethernet ports deployed 
worldwide. Designed for use with Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) servers, Napatech adapters enable 
rapid development of powerful appliances for high performance analysis. Napatech adapters guarantee 
real-time delivery of data at speeds up to 40 Gbps. Intelligent features allow network data analysis to be off-
loaded, thereby accelerating application analysis for managing, securing and optimizing networks and 
services. When performance matters, the world’s largest equipment vendors in telecom, enterprise, financial 
and government markets choose Napatech. Customers depend on Napatech for reliable delivery, 
complimentary maintenance and upgrades, and experienced global customer support. Napatech is 
headquartered in Copenhagen (Denmark) with offices in Mountain View, Andover, Washington D.C. (USA), 
Tokyo (Japan), Seoul (South Korea) and São Paulo (Brazil). 
 
For more information, visit us at www.napatech.com, or please contact: 
 
North America   Europe, Middle East, Africa  Asia    
Nicholas Arraje    Stig Bang    Thomas Jørgensen 
VP Sales   VP Sales    VP Sales 
+1 888 318 8288 ext. 707 +45 4038 3403    +81 3 5326 3374 
na@napatech.com sb@napatech.com  tj@napatech.com  
 
South America   PR Contact 
Palle Kjær   Peggy Tierney, Nadel Phelan 
+55 11 2127 0782  +1 831 440 2405  
pkj@napatech.com  Peggy.tierney@nadelphelan.com 
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